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of the Symbolic Data Analysis will permit to solve all those critical aspects that until 
now have prevented a comprehensive description of the mechanisms of the static-

environment changes of exceptional nature. 
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A latent markov model approach for measuring
national gender inequality
Modello latent markov per la misura delle disequità di
genere nazionali

Gaia Bertarelli and Franca Crippa and Fulvia Mecatti

Abstract Gender inequality - both in space and time - is a latent trait, namely only
indirectly measurable through a collection of observable variables and indicators
purposively selected. Even if composite indicators are normally used by social-
scientists, when measuring gender-gap they are known to have case-specific tech-
nical limitations. In this paper we propose an innovative approach based on a mul-
tivariate Latent Markov model (LMM) for the analysis of gender inequalities as
measured by the aforementioned indicators.
Abstract La Statistica di Genere si occupa di sviluppare metodologie atte a cogliere
disparità e differenze nella situazione delle donne e degli uomini in tutti gli aspetti
della vita. Negli ultimi anni le disponibilità di dati per l’analisi di genere è aumen-
tata poiché sempre più paesi stanno adottando survey specifiche. Gli strumenti più
comuni nella letteratura della statistica di genere sono gli indicatori compositi che
tuttavia presentano note limitazioni metodologiche. Vogliamo proporre un approc-
cio innovativo alla statistica di genere basato su un modello latent markov multi-
variato per le analisi delle disuguaglianze.

Key words: Gender Statistics, Clustering, GID-Database OECD, latent variable.

1 Background and Introduction

Gender equality is a recognized goal of modern democracies and an objective for
global civilization since the effects of policies and actions capable at reducing gen-
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der disparities would actually benefit the society as a whole, both women and men.
The availability of good quality data for engendered statistical analysis at the na-
tional level has increased since the 90’s. Gender statistics based on household sur-
veys and administrative records are becoming widely available. Gender inequality
is a latent trait, namely only indirectly measurable through a collection of observ-
able variables and indicators purposively selected as micro-aspects contributing to
the latent macro-dimension. This is one of the main reasons for the popular use of
composite indicators as current gender statistics indicators, i.e. aggregations - usu-
ally linear combinations - of a collection of simple indicators each singled out for
assessing a puctual micro-aspect of the latent gender dimension. Several world rank-
ings, based upon national gender composite indicators, are periodically released by
supranational agencies (see for instance [2] for a comparate review). Even if nor-
mally used by social-scientists, such gender-gap measures are known to have case-
specific technical limitations [3], which often lead to internal inconsistency since the
ranking of a single country can vary in relation to the indicator considered. More-
over, a significant amount of the literature criticizes the use of composite indicators
on the ground of trivial marginalization and arbitrariness [4]. In this paper we pro-
pose an innovative approach to gender inequality measure based on a multivariate
Latent Markov model (LMM).

2 Data

We focus on two inequality indexes, the Gender Inequality Index (GII) and the
Global Gender Gap Index (GGGI). A main reason for selecting them is their recent-
ness, whose the aforementioned technical issues ask for advanced knowledge. The
GII, introduced by UNDP in 2010, measures gender inequalities in three aspects
of human development: reproductive health, empowerment and economic status.
The GGGI was first introduced by the World Economic Forum in 2006 as a frame-
work for capturing the magnitude of gender-based disparities and for tracking their
progress. Three basic concepts underlie the GGGI. First, the index focuses on mea-
suring gaps rather than levels. Second, it captures gaps in outcome variables rather
than in input variables. Third, it ranks countries according to gender gaps rather than
women’s empowerment. It measures four aspects: economic partecipation and op-
portunity, educational attainment, health and survival and political empowerment.
Rankings based on these indicators are different from each other as well as not con-
stant over time, as a consequence of different choices in both measurable variable
selection and aggregation system. In this paper we consider a multivariate model of
latent markov type, able to receive as input both indexes as well as a set of covari-
ates. An improved gender inequality measure is expected as a result. A preliminary
univariate analysis is conducted for the period 2010-2016 able to assess possibly
measurement errors in GGGI and GII. After considering constitutional gender eq-
uity (see http://constitutions.unwomen.org/en) and social structure
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as covariates in the latent model component, we introduce time use in the measure-
ment part.

3 Model

LMMs (see [1] for a general review), are a class of statistical models for longitudi-
nal data which assume the existence of a latent process which affects the distribution
of the response variables. The existence of two processes is assumed: an unobserv-
able finite-state first-order Markov chain U (t)

i , i = 1, . . . ,n and t = 1, . . . ,T with
state space {1, . . . ,m} and an observed process Y (t)

i , i = 1, . . . ,n and t = 1, . . . ,T ,
where Y (t)

i denotes the response variables for area i at time t and similary for U (t)
i .

We assume that the distribution of Y (t)
i depends only on U (t)

i : the latent process
fully explains the observable behaviour of an item together with possibly available
covariates. Therefore it is important to distinguish between two components: the
measurement model, which concerns the conditional distribution of the response
variables given the latent process, and the latent model, which concerns the distri-
bution of this latent process.

The unknown vector of parameters φ in a LMM includes both the parame-
ters of the Markov chain φ lat and the vector of parameters of the state-dependent
distribution φ obs. The measurement model involves φ obs and it can be written
as Y (t)

i |U (t)
i ∼ f (y,u,φ obs). The latent model includes the parameters φ lat of the

Markov chain which are the elements of the transition probability matrix Π =

{πu|u} , with u,u = 1, . . . ,m; where πu|u = P(U (t)
i = u|U (t−1)

i = u) is the probability
that area i visits state u at time t given that at time t − 1 it was in state u, and the
vector of initial probabilities π = (π1, . . . ,πu, . . . ,πm)

�
where πu = P(U (1)

i = u) is
the probability of being in state u at the initial time for u = 1, . . . ,m. In this work we
consider homogeneous LMMs.

LMMs can assess the presence of measurement errors or account for unobserved
heterogeneity between areas in the analysis including covariates in the measurement
model which do not completely explain the heterogeneity in the response variables.
In LMMs the effect of the unobservable variable has its own dynamics. Moreover,
a latent clustering of the population of interest can be pointed out. Our proposal
is based on adapting the LMM to the gender statistics framework by interpreting
national gender gap as the latent status of interest and using the distributions of
the GGGI and GII as response variables. This metodology is derived by integrating
into the same LMM both the selected composite indicators and a set of available
observable covariates of any and possibly mixed nature. Our metodology organizes
countries in ordinal clusters representing of the severity of gap. The classification
is produced taking into account the values of the considered covariates and this
overcomes the so called ”world-at-two-speed” effect, i.e gender inequalities due to
the denial of basic human rights (under-developing or in transition coutries) or due
to uneven opportunities between men and women (developed countries with gender
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equality stated by law) ([2])) which is evident especially in the GII’s distribution.
However, looking at the temporal distributions, it seems that this gap goes to dwindle
with time. Because of this, a longitudinal analysis is appropriated. We conduct a
two-step analysis. At the beginning we apply a LMM with only spacial and gender
constitutional equality covariates on the latent model in order to identify clusters of
countries actually comparable under the ”two-speed” effect mentioned above. Then
we apply a LMM within each cluster considering social and economic covariates in
the measurement model to detect main differences and variability within the same
group.

4 Expected Results

We propose to integrate into the same LMM both the selected composite indicators
and a set of available observable covariates of any and possibly mixed nature, cate-
gorical, ordinal and quantitative, fully exploiting the multidimensional latent nature
of gender imbalance. The model would provide an organization of the countries in
a (optimal) number of ordered cluster. The classification is produced taking into
account the values of the considered covariates and this overcomes the so called
”world-at-two-speed” effect which is evident especially in the GII’s distribution.
Moreover the proposed methodology deals with the forecasting of the future re-
sponse and the path prediction.
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Eurostat's methodological network: Skills mapping 
for a collaborative statistical office
Agne Bikauskaite and Dario Buono

Abstract Collaboration, interaction and exchange of knowledge among staff are important 
components for development and enriching of scientific intelligence within a statistical office. 
Eurostat's methodological network has been built as a skills mapping tool aiming identify in-
house competencies for innovation and affordability of diffusion of knowledge, promotion 
and modernisation of collaboration on methodological issues, and processes within statistical 
office. We mainly focus on staff's knowledge and working and academic experience in 
methodological areas, domains and tools on statistics and econometrics. Quantitative network 
analysis metrics are used to measure the strengths of existing methodological competencies 
within Eurostat, to identify groups of people for collaboration in providing results on specific 
tasks, or characterise areas that are not fully integrated into methodological network. By 
combining network visualisation and quantitative analysis, we able easily assess competency 
level for each dimension of interest. Network analysis helps us in making decisions related to 
improvement of staff communication and collaboration, by building mechanisms for 
information flows, filling competency gaps. Data represented as mathematical graph makes 
readily visible general view, absorbs its structure, permits us to focus on persons, 
competencies and relations between them. Modernisation of ways of working leads to a more 
cost effective use of existing resources. 

Key words: complex network, data analysis, network visualization, bipartite graphs, 
network projection, ego network, network analysis

1 Introduction 

Collaboration, interaction and exchange of knowledge among staff are important 
components for development and enriching of scientific intelligence within a 
statistical office, especially when this exchange happens across areas of interest by 
both interacting sides. Methodological network has been built as a skills mapping 
tool aiming identify in-house competencies for innovation and affordability of 
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diffusion of knowledge and information, and promotion and modernisation of 
collaboration on methodological issues and processes within statistical office. We 
mainly focus on staff's knowledge and working and academic experience in 
methodological areas, domains and tools on statistics and econometrics. This paper 
provides a set of mathematical network analysis measures from basic ones as size 
and degree to more complex as clustering coefficient and their correlation with 
degree that evaluates and makes better understandable the methodological 
knowledge network structure. 

2 Methods 

Quantitative network metrics are used to measure the strengths of existing 
methodological competencies within statistical office, to identify groups of people 
for collaboration in providing results on specific tasks, or characterise areas that are 
not fully integrated into methodological network. Network analysis helps us in 
making decisions related to improvement of staff communication and collaboration, 
by building mechanisms for information flows, filling competency gaps. By 
combining network visualisation and quantitative analysis, we can easily assess 
competency level for each dimension of interest. 

2.1 Bipartite graph 

Network data consists of a set of elements with relations on those elements and it 
may be represented as a graph. Our research subjects, individuals, form links which 
characterise their competencies in statistics and econometrics. Formally we have a 
graph ),( EVG , where G  is a relational structure consisting of set of vertices 

V  and set of edges E  [2]. We say that a graph is bipartite when the vertex set V  is 
divided into two finite, disjoint 21 VV  sets [4]. When 1V  composed of the 

first mode vertices and 2V  of the second mode vertices, we have the bipartite graph 

),,( 21 EVVG  where ties map the elements of different modes only. 

2.2 Network analysis 

In order to understand organisational methodological network and its structure 
network analysis statistical models have been employed. Data arranged as person by 
skill matrix A  of size 

21 VV nn , where the rows correspond to methodological 
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network members interested in collaboration and knowledge exchange and the 
columns to the dimensions of competencies: 

otherwise.,0
;skillicalmethodologlink toahasperson if,1 ji

Aij

The two most basic parameters of the graph are the number of vertices 

21 VV nnn , where 11
VnV  and 22

VnV , and the number of edges 

Em . [3]
Degree of the vertex helps to identify the best known competencies, and to diagnose 
critical areas within the methodological network. The average degree of sets of 
vertices 1V  corresponding to survey respondents and 2V  characterising listed 
methodological competencies are commonly used summarizing how well connected 
the network is, and is defined as proportions of number of links the network and 
number of nodes [1] 

.2,1 where, k
n
mk

k

k
V

V

While the average degree of overall network is obtained from the total numbers of 
nodes and edges by following equation [1] 

.2

21 VV nn
mk

The density  of the bipartite graph G  measures average ratio of the actual degree 
of the nodes in the network and the maximum possible degree, which corresponds to 
the number of nodes in the set of different mode nodes 

21

)(
VV nn

mG .

This index is equal to 1 for the fully connected network (i.e. G  has one component) 
and takes value of 0 when network is fully disconnected (i.e. G  is composed 
entirely of isolates). 
The clustering coefficient which concerns link correlation gives an idea of how 
compact is the network. The clustering coefficient of a node i  is the proportion of 
links between the nodes within its neighbourhood divided by the number of edges 
that could possibly exist between the nodes [4] 

ijlijllijlj

ijl
ijl qkk

q
cc

)()(
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here j  and l  are a pair of neighbours of node i , ijlq  is the number of squares 

which include these three nodes, and jlijlijl q1  with 1jl  if i
neighbours j  and l  are connected with each other and 0 otherwise.  
Existing correlation of links allows us to sustain collaboration between 
methodological network members, while otherwise would not be able to function. If 
persons i  and k  form links to common competencies j  and l , then efficient 
cooperation between them is more likely possible. 

3 Results 

The methodological knowledge network of this study case is simple, undirected, 
unweighted, static, and structured as bipartite graph, which consist of 117 vertices 
connected by 595 edges. The competencies degree of staff participated in the survey 
ranges from 3 to 11 which a mean of 8.88. While the degree of competencies nodes 
ranges from 0 to 39, with a mean of 10.2, what indicates, that each competence from 
the list has been indicated as well known by 10 respondents on average. 
Degree sequence of competencies in statistics and econometrics indicates that most 
of methodological network members are familiar to Data Analysis and Time Series, 
highly competent in Social Statistics and National Accounts, and experienced in R 
and SAS statistical analysis software. While the biggest gap within methodological 
network observed of experts on Micro-data access and Statistical confidentiality, 
knowledgeable in Transport and Energy statistics, and capable to work with Hadoop 
tool. Other competencies from defined list are more or less covered and known by 
methodological network members. 
The standard density measure gives a value 0.17, which shows a fairly sparse 
network with presence of 17 per cent of the possible links for average node. 
However, in this particular case the standard denominator is clearly not appropriate 
defining methodological network members' competencies. Due to restriction of 
choice of maximum 11 dimensions out of 50 possible, it cannot be interpreted as 
actual possible density. Using modified denominator, network obtain density of 0.79, 
which indicates high competency level of methodological network members. 
In network studied, the clustering coefficient of competencies vertices set is not so 
high, above 20 per cent. The moderate correlation between clustering coefficient and 
degree is detected. 
Data represented as mathematical graph makes readily visible general view, absorbs 
its structure, and permits us to focus on persons, competencies and relations between 
them. We distinguish the two node sets by colours, so that nodes of the same type 
have the same colour. The vertices of staff willing collaborate are coloured in green, 
blue, and red depending on the type of interest in involvement, while the set of 
yellow vertices corresponds to 28 methodological areas, 12 statistical domains and 
10 tools. The size of the label and vertex is proportional to its degree.  
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Figure 1: Organisational methodological knowledge network 

In order to simplify visualisation, for deeper analysis of existing knowledge features 
and easier identification of clusters of correlated areas, methodological network has 
been divided into sub-networks by different breakdowns. Projections into one mode 
networks to grasp weighted relations between the same set of vertices had been made 
available as well by multiplying matrix A  and its transpose A . Analysing sub-
networks we notice the tendency of increase of the density when average degree 
decreases. Overlapping of the structure of the nodes is very small, what points that 
there is large community of the methodological network members with knowledge 
and skills in different variation of areas. 

4 Conclusions and discussion 

In this study we map and evaluate existing methodological skills within the statistical 
office applying network analysis techniques. Networks as analytical and visualisation 
tools provide a number of useful outcomes. By detecting and then mapping 
methodological skills within organisation we are able to understand, spread, monitor 
and maintain existing skills, to develop tools for better knowledge accessibility and 
modernise information diffusion ways. 
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Obtained results provide quantitative evidence that methodological network 
members are qualified in different areas, given measures ensure possibility of well 
collaboration performance within the statistical office. Network is highly connected, 
significant gap of competencies is detected only in one methodological area from the 
defined competencies list of interest. 
We can outline the importance of detecting and monitoring existing knowledge and 
skills within modern statistical office. Two employees could affect each other only if 
they know about each other and that common competencies are available between 
them, as efficient communication and collaboration within the organisation is 
possible only when we know with whom we could potentially contact. As well 
modernisation of the statistical office's ways of working leads to a more cost 
effective use of existing resources. Network is a key source in promoting and 
supporting of knowledge diffusion and expanding, enriching professional and 
personal skills and filling knowledge gaps within statistical office. 
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